
 
 
Welcome to Broadsheet 14  
 
which shows talented young poets and artists. Some of these are well-qualified, very 
sophisticated young artists from the Red Rag Modern Art Gallery in Bath 
www.redraggalleryxco.uk  and www.bathartgallery.co.uk  ( see links at end of 
Broadsheet); others are fledgling artists still at school. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Sophie Harding: Seagulls 
 
Sophie Harding grew up in Dorset and graduated from Central St. Martins in 1992. 
She is a successful freelance illustrator. She lives in South West England in an attic 
studio overlooking the sea. She is inspired by Cornwall and its landscapes and 
seascapes, and is influenced by the simplicity and charm of naïve art. Red Rag 
gallery, Bath features her work. 

http://www.redraggalleryxco.uk/
http://www.bathartgallery.co.uk/


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Christopher Hutchcroft, 23, graduated from the University of Hull in 2007 and 
gained an MA in modern and contemporary literature and culture from the University 
of York. He currently works in a call centre. He has been published in Magma and in 
Tall Lighthouse publishing’s 2010 anthology. 
 
Alone, My Grandfather Whistles 
 
For months, years 
I see you again, stumbling 
blank Sisyphus, at odds with the one 
great pause that baffles each reply –  
muffling the scant flickerings of work 
and love to scarce, mute runnels 
of dead trivia. The soft, shallow almosts 
that punctuate each furious hesitation 
Each 
 
Sharp, drawn breath, each blunted 
honest pause trailing to 
now resigned and 
deepening failure of the now or there 
The 
 
half-hearted scrabbling, the 
shapeless edge of an answer, the 
bare distance of the whole 
heft and fist of it. 
 
You were never at sea. Where you are, black, rotten spars 
do not sink ominously into the ocean’s sheer quiet. 
The bleak, shipless horizon does not stir with the waves’ slow whisper. 
I cannot know. 
 
With one small smile’s crease I see 
the sore, open rivets of you, creaking 
and forgetting, exactly, 
who it is they still support through 
the slow, quiet violation that is 
a leaking self. 
 
Even so, there is no gathering darkness, 
No vain groping in self-cast shadows. No, 
somehow you stand clear amidst the slow, 



sharpening whiteness: the harsh, sterile 
backflare and steadying distance. The naked hush 
of the great pause, your puzzled ‘O’ 
and then whistling: ringing, plaintive, content, 
down the bare, emptying 
corridors of your mind. 
 
 
 
Nocturne 
 
‘The night pleases us because it suppresses idle details, just as our memory does.’ 
                                                  –  Jorge Luis Borges  
 
 
That faint wisp flicks the moon-edge and what 
I’m thinking is that night smoulders, things fade 
and the desperate blinking of fairy lights is some 
frantic monument to the absurd. Diodes against 
the darkness. I know now the cool heavy of this 
cloying chill, the schlepping boot-click through 
sidestreets that thread quiet hours alone while 
it seemed we were living. 
 
It’s not good, and neither am I gentle: what drags 
itself carefully through long trickles of shadow 
between houses is fully aware that he is a man 
wading wistfully through the bracing absence 
of the night. He knows that to do so is to step 
out as a wilful parody of what he intends: every 
hungry glare at the moon a feint, the dolorous 
half-trot a skilful pass at what people do 
when they are wistful and alive. 
                                               He knows this 
as, flinching slightly for effect from the sudden, 
brisk rush of chill by his cheek, he turns up his collar 
and recalls at least three films and a song in 
which they do the same. He knows this and 
moves with dramatic poise toward what we might 
suppose is his destination, filling slowly with the 
vague sense that we walk always upon the abandoned 
paths of others, strewn like cut ribbons across our 
own. 
Thinking this way, he wonders how they might 
flicker slightly in the breeze, how,  were they suddenly 
lifted in some bizarre and majestic accident they might 
be framed against the sky as some sinuous spectacle of 
divided fullness, fluttering blindly each, though the 
whole looked as though it spoke something near meaning. 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Joby Hickey, Bolands Mill – oil on panel 
 
Joby Hickey’s first few years of his life were in Greece, full of the smell of oil paints 
from his father, Patrick Hickey’s studio. His father has been his main teacher. He has 
exhibited widely in Ireland, the UK and the US. His work is in a previous online 
Agenda Broadsheet. In his paintings, he focuses on the lighting on cars, buildings and 
streets. He says, ‘I see more cars a day than trees.’ His work has been exhibited in 
Paris, Tokyo, Brussels, Los Angeles and Switzerland, and he is a featured young artist 
at the Greenlane Gallery, Dingle, Co. Kerry, Ireland www.greenlanegallery.com  
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.greenlanegallery.com/


Holly Hopkins studied at the universities of Warwick and York. She escaped a civil 
service career to join the education team at the Poetry Society. Holly is a familiar 
voice at poetry events in London including Heart Beats, Broadcast and The Shuffle. 
 
 
Their First Kiss 
 
It was improbable  
As a swan standing on one leg, 
 
but that evening 
a green front door 
was stuck in the weir 
 
and a one-legged swan 
arched its wing 
like an aircraft hangar. 
 
 
To the Bees 
 
For you the pansy flattens its face like a Persian, 
the rose stews pots of scent wrapped tight 
in wide bedsheets. Long-necked orchids 
bend their heads backwards,  
the heather sells rack after rack of caps, 
the tulip throws open its tight cell, 
the furze and broom beg you will visit 
with a hundred pairs of yellow praying hands. 
Only the catkin scorns you and throws 
its caterpillar body to the wind. 
 
Men build gardens with houses for birds 
and hives for you. We build houses for ourselves 
in brick, wood, tile and ice the topsoil with tar 
thin as powder on the fleshy shield of the face. 
It takes brambles just a few years to crack it 
petals lolling wide, pale as the inside of the thigh, 
presenting you with the thick nest of stigma and stamen within. 
 



                                                   
Joyce Zhao, A level student St Leonards Mayfield School, Mayfield East Sussex 
 
Francesca Haig, 28, recently moved to England from Australia where her poetry has 
appeared in many journals. Her first collection, Bodies of Water, was published in 
2006 by Five Islands Press and was highly commended in the Anne Elder Award for 
best first book of poetry published in Australia. 
 
 
For Kevin Brophy 
 
 
I was amazed to see that you had a body. 
Until that trip to the swimming pool 
I had presumed, under your clothes you were 
a concrete poem, 
a man-shape made of words. 
I could recite your poems 
but not picture your hands. 
 
In your speedos, serious 
as always, you carved your perfect sentences 
on the water. 
The start of each new length 
a neat line-break, 
the push-off from the wall the propulsion 
of your exact, exacting metaphors. 
The spondees of your strokes. 



 
Man as poem: 
tiny, spare, free 
verse. Nothing flippant or hyperbolic 
about you, beard clipped 
as your words. 
 
You measure words 
precisely, a sensible precaution 
for a man who knows their power. 
You are never wasteful. 
At the pool’s edge I saw in your lean chest 
the same honesty of precision: 
body as body. 
I had looked under your skin for poems; 
surprised to find, under your poems, 
skin. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Buchenwald Alphabet: W 
 
  After Georges Perec 
 
In the locked room 
in the absence of women 
the men eventually find the word 
women has become difficult: 
fluent men begin to stutter. 
The word and its impossibilities 
expand, until the letter w, in any context, 
cannot be pronounced. 
This rules out other words: 
                 ;          . The word         is itself 
lost to them. Every morning, 
in their beds, along with the lice, they find 
letters, dislodged in sleep. 
There are letter-shaped holes in the chazzan’s prayer, 
word-shaped holes in the world. 
After fiddling at it all day with his tongue, 
one man extracts a whole word from his gums 
like a shred of potato-skin. 
Although they gather to examine it, there on the barrack floor, 
the men cannot recognise it. 
As for the names of their children, 
these have been ripped from their mouths like gold teeth.  
 



 

 
 
Sophie McKay-Knight: The She-Wolf, mixed media 
 
Sophie McKay-Knight graduated from Edinburgh College of Art and University in 
1997. She has an M.A. in Fine Art. She focuses on everyday people around her and is 
interested in depicting relationships, as well as loneliness and solitude. She is 
interested in capturing the energy or aura surrounding a changing relationship. Red 
Rag gallery, Bath has her work. 
 
 
Vidyan Ravinthiran is a graduate student and lecturer at Balliol College, Oxford. His 
pamphlet, At Home or Nowhere, was published in 2008 by Tall Lighthouse. His 
poems have appeared in many journals and magazines and he has been anthologised. 
 
 
 
Young Love  
 
At the window like birdsong she schools her hair –  
the middle distance must hold, as at primetime, the secret. 
He pinches her arm, her texts offer glimpse-tastes 
of lifted eyebrows and thighs. It appears in bed, also 
when she’s asleep, this furrow in her brow he wants 
to thumb smooth. Because when they’re talking she goes 
to the window, his wallet window gleams with her 
last passport photo. She feels with him anything 
could be done or said – then feels nullified, sad, 
counts eighteen on the fingers she won’t web with his. 
To cross the room becomes difficult and beautiful. 
Come winter they pass a bad cold like a puck 
to and fro; young love’s invincible chemicals falter. 
Remembering one’s dreams means they haven’t worked –  
she’d coughed up all her phlegm at once in the sun, 



a used Durex, the glistening shed skin of a snake... 
Faced in the night with her back cool as marble 
he licks a fat line up her still trembling spine, 
tastes for the first time in weeks the acrid pure salt 
 
. 
Suddenly 
 
it hits me – like your dreaming hand – how to write happiness? 
Meaning not a moment or a cel-like succession of moments 
or twilight’s lowered boom, strain fading, your face 
gusted against the patio door like a softmint –  
or recognition, surfacing like a dolphin, its skin 
evolved to a wetsuit, of course, not at all what you meant 
when you turned to me too hoarse by now to yell tune! 
Not even waking up in the night every night beside you 
and watching through the tilted skylight the moon 
travelling through a sky complex as our duvet 
scored with its light and cogged with our scent 
to pick out all silvery your odd strands of grey –  
each glints like a bare wire, solder, the fine line I meant 
to speak softly, not cross, as you turned and moaned. 
 
 
 
Final Fantasy 
 
If there’s an archetypal memory of endless flights of stairs 
my dreams recycle and career predictions require 
it’s barely three-dimensional, just the pre-rendered stairwell 
at Shinra headquarters, the blue-black gradient fill 
of the bevelled speech boxes like simplified nightfall, 
my party’s Engrish abusing ellipses like Lowell... 
The joypad lead’s zig-zag like a blown-up pubic hair, 
the run button downpressed by my index finger; 
you could gatecrash the lobby and die like a dog 
or take as I did the back way up and the extra dialogue. 
I can still hear those silent transliterated characters 
loveable as the happy-go-lucky prigs in Enid Blyton –  
less polygonal, if anything, and more politically-correct 
though inclined to speed and explosive on the way down. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Wiz Townley, A Level student, St. Leonards/Mayfield School, East Sussex 

 
 
 
Okey Nzelu, 21, is from Manchester. He has just completed a degree in English at 
Cambridge University. 
 
 
Him 
 
And possibility appeared, sudden as his smile. 
Oh! How the honk and hoot of geese home-coming 
pales to this! 
For let alone my crying after, and my pain; 
and how I’d danced before him like a dying light –  
 
leave aside those things, 
and let me alone to wonder and to worship 
him. The life I saw in him, just the newness of life. 
 
 
Conditions 
 
Ah, you’ll be so beautiful, 
when your robe’s half-off and the cupboards are full; 
and we can hear from our tiny room the wind  
at the close of a Saturday,  
mumbling humdrum thoughts of spring 



 
ending. I’m not afraid to die. 
As the dream draws nearer in time I 
box it up, close over with brown tape, 
bolster up our castles in the sky with  
steady needs we’ll need then. Quiet, like last gasps. 
 
Our wiring on last legs. 
Cornflakes with cold milk, or water. Working mixer taps that falter, 
occasionally, with a belch of air. 
Grouted tiles;  
and houseplants on fresh paint on windowsills 
and the smell of tea in long-since used teacups that 
  
pine (in your eyes) to be washed. 
Tall trees outside, where birds can prate and prattle. 
 
Pipes rattle. Street sounds will clamour at our windows. 
Outside sounds. Us-and-them sounds 
will draw lines round what we’ll have, 
round the things on which happiness hangs  
like prophetic words. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sex is a Private Sound 

 
Sex is a private sound. And where the soul sings aloud,  

even then, ten thousand steadfast men 
could not locate the stem 

whereat the call crawls out and pierces, and is loud. 
 
Why, then, should women or men fear? No man 

an island is, no; but continental drift 
could not force together truly, where the soul forbids the shift. 

Fear, then, belongs alone to Him who can 
 
move mountains with the Word, and is the Word, and with the Word 

moves close together souls; to Him who never outward strays, but hears 
the straying heart, and stays. Oh, praise Him, whose fear 

is duty charged, who never was by fear deterred. Praise Him for whom fear is just a word. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Stephanie Dees: Venetian Detail, mixed media 
Stephanie Dees, 35, trained at Edinburgh College of Art 1992-1998 where she gained a BA in 
Drawing and Painting and an MFA in Painting. Her paintings of Edinburgh, Cornwall and 
Devon have a subtle quietness and often, a pale light. See Red Rag gallery, Bath. 
 
James Potts has an English graduate from Merton College, Oxford. He was a Foyles 
Young Poet of the Year in 2003 and 2004, twice won the Stephen Spender prize,  for 
translations from Latin and has been a Fellow of Hawthornden Castle. 
 
Jerusalem 
 
Dream, 
 dream, 
  Shining City. 
 
Navel of the world, the whole sky stoops 
to seal your name with a kiss. 
 
 
Song 
 
sea crimson      sometimes in this gentle breeze 
and the figtrees in the green fields      and from 
queer little streets      and pink and the rosegardens 
and cactuses and Gibraltar      beats against my cheek 
of the mountain      yes      when half-conscious  



of the joy it gives      the Andalusian girls used 
how she kissed me      coming from a house 
thought well as well      City’s walls set free 
ask him with my eye      long immured 
would I      yes      to say      yes      and at large 
put my arms around him      where I will 
so he could feel my breasts      was going like mad and 
 
Oh there is blessing fire      and the glorious sun 
that blows from the Alameda gardens      yes       
and the clouds      and blue and yellow houses 
and from the sky      the jessamine and geraniums 
and seems a girl      where I was the flower 
O welcome Messenger      I put the rose in my hair like 
a captive greets you      or shall I wear red      yes   
and bondage      and then I asked 
a prison where he      and then he asked me 
now I am free      enfranchised mountain flower and first I 
may fix my habitation      yes      and drew him down to me 
what dwelling shall      I said yes I will Yes 
 
shall be my harbour street      and the fowl market all 
shall I take up my      and the poor donkeys 
shall with its murmurs       vague fellows in the cloaks 
the earth is all before      steps joyous, nor scared       
at the old castle thousands of      i look about, and       
handsome Moors all in white      be nothing better than you       
to sit down in      I cannot miss my way       
with the old windows of      trances of thought       
a lattice hid for her lover      come fast upon me       
we missed the boat at Algeciras      serene with his lamp 
 
sea slipping half asleep and receive me      in what vale 
asleep in the shade      underneath what grove 
the carts and the bulls and me      and what sweet stream 
years old      yes      and those lull me to my rest 
and turbans like kings asking me      with a heart 
the posadas glancing eyes      should the guide I choose 
kiss the iron and the wines      in a wandering cloud 
the castanets and the night      I breathe again 
Algeciras the watchman going      mountings of the mind 
and O that awful deep down      is shaken off 
 The Song of the Phoenix 
 
At the end of her thousand-year life, the Phoenix leaves her paradisiacal homeland in 
the garden in the East where the Sun rises, to enact her death and rebirth in a foreign 
land. Singing a last song more beautiful than that of any nightingale, or lute, or swan-
song, she flies to Syria and alights in a palm-tree, while the weather-god Aeolus 
confines the winds to their caves, so that no cloud can come between the Phoenix and 
her master, the Sun.  



 
Construit inde sibi seu nidum sive sepulchrum;    
nam perit, ut vivat: se tamen ipsa creat. 
 
Then the Phoenix builds herself a nest, or tomb;     
for she dies, to live: she creates herself.    
For it she collects spices and scents from the rich wood,   
things the Assyrian gathers, or the opulent Arab,  
things the tribes of the Pygmies or India pluck,     
or Sheba’s country breeds in its soft folds.  
She heaps up cinnamon and the scent of far-breathing  
cardamom, and balsam with a mixture of leaves:    
soft laurel and odorous acanthus stem are not forgotten,     
nor tears of frankincense in its luxuriant drops.    
To these she adds tender spikes of juicy nard       
and mixes, O panacea, your branch of myrrh.    
The nest prepared, she lays her changeable flesh   
and shrivelled limbs on the life-giving pyre,  
then scatters spices all around and over her limbs    
with her beak, about to die with her own funereal rites.   
Then among the various perfumes she commits her soul,    
nor doubts her faith in entrusting such a precious thing.  
Meanwhile her body ravaged by death – bringer of life –  
trembles with heat, and heat stokes itself into flame,    
and from the far-off heavenly light it gives birth to fire:    
she burns and, consumed, is reduced to ashes.  
These, moulded together as a mass, she melts down,  
creating even in death, and thus makes a kind of seed.  
They say that first a creature without limbs rises from it;   
it is said the larva is a milky colour.     
It grows, and having passed a fixed time, sleeps,    
and crouches in the shape of a rounded egg.   

 
And then just as wild chrysalises, held to stones   
by a thread, will change into a butterfly,     
it is reshaped, in a form like it was before,   
and the Phoenix, splitting her slough, emerges. 
No food of our world is allowed her;   
no one has charge of feeding the unfeathered thing:    
she sips the ambrosial dews of heaven’s nectar,     
delicate drops which fall from the star-laden sky.  
These she gathers, these the bird feeds on surrounded    
by scents, until she displays adult form: 
soon as she starts to mature in the early years of youth  
she soars away, ready to return to her ancestral home.   
But before, whatever remains of her body,  
bones, ashes or own slough, she embalms with an unguent 
of balsam, myrrh and Sabaean incense,   
and rolls it into a shape with her loving beak.  
Then carrying it in her talons she speeds to the dawn,   



and settling on the Sun’s altar lays it in the sacred shrine. 
She preens, displays herself, miraculous, worshipful:  
such the bird’s beauty, so her marks of honour abound. 
First her colour is of pomegranates under the sign  
of Cancer, which conceal their pips with saffron skin;    
colour like the petals the wild poppy flaunts, 
when Flora spreads her skirts over the blushing land:  
with such covering her shoulders and fine chest flash;   
with it her head, neck and the top of her back shimmer.  
Her tail is spread out dappled with lustrous gold,     
within which spots variegated purple blushes red.  
Iris adorns her wing feathers from above, 
just as she might paint a cloud from above with her rainbow.  
Her resplendent beak flashes white mixed with emerald green 
and, of pure ivory, it opens to sing, set with gems.   
Her huge eyes: you would think them twin sapphires;  
from the middle of them a bright flame quivers. 
 
 

(from the Latin of Lactantius, C4th) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Jacob, year 10, Bennett Memorial School, Tunbridge Wells, Kent 
 
Gemma Green, 35, has an MA in Creative Writing from the University of East 
Anglia. Her poetry has appeared in magazines and anthologies. She was featured as 
one of 15 young poets in Agenda’s Fiftieth Anniversary issue. 
 
 
 
Predictive Text 
 
for Adam 
 
 
Poet is soft and paper, rare. 
Woods are wonder and hand, a game 
where lips turn to kiss 
and sad becomes safe. 
 
Fingers turn womb into woman 
cup swells from bust into curve. 
O becomes me and 
sigh becomes right; 
 
good turns from home into gone. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
First Born 
 
 
You are on your feet, 
the room shrinks in anticipation. 
 
No longer a tourist, 
your feet begin their belonging. 
 
With staccato rubber steps, 
you stamp your promise on the earth. 
 
 
Word Hoard 
 
 
Slide-off lid. 
Darker patches where stickers have been – 
silhouettes of childhood. 
 
Two shedes of wood. 
Reminds me of a chocolate bar 
I used to buy 
                      dark and light 
sandwiched together, 
 
and of the shopkeeper’s daughter 
who gave birth to a stillborn 
and didn’t know how to remember. 
 
Like all secrets, 
there’s not much to see: 
plum-black darkness, 
smell of the school hall, 
slide-off lid, four walls. 
 
Elementary 
 
 
Monday afternoon, watching the light 
in the room bruise over.  The sky outside 
folds and switches white. 
 
My son is at nursery.  I am counting 
between the claps; one, two, three, four 
until a bright flash X-rays the clouds. 
 
Birds release their morning songs 



in-between the thunder, as if lightning 
shocked the day to start over. 
 
Rain triggers sirens – ambulance, police 
wail in and out of the city borders. 
I think of him playing under nursery skies; 
 
teachers streaking across the garden 
rounding the children, their pots and snails 
brimming with sudden, new-fallen water. 
 
The way he opens his palm to the rain 
a gift or something as yet unspoken, 
shape of the route I must take to reach him 
line of a bird through thunder and lightning. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Juliet Bastidas, A level student, St. Leonards/Mayfield School, Sussex 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
David Lorimer, 19, is a second-year student at Bangor University, studying Music 
and Creative Writing. He is often inspired while out horse-riding. These are his first 
poems to be published. 
 
Midwinter Woodland 
 
Out riding in the winter licked wood, 
Nothing. 
No rustling beasts, 
No quarry quakes, 
No sun flecked songbirds flooding silence. 
 
Bare branched trees stiffly stand 
Naked; 
Their summer covered 
Bodies now revealed. 
Vanity, vanity, 
All is vain in nature: 
Fibonacci’s pine cone 
Ever perfect, 
The icicle candle 
Flickers rainbows, 
That last still starched leaf, 
Bronzed brown, undampened. 
 
A horse’s hollow sounding footfall 
Our only uneasy companion 
In this empty air. 
But there, 
The final small scrap of 
Deepest green stabbed comfort: 
Blood-dipped robin 
Wreathed in gold. 
 
 
 
Earth-locked Wings 
 
Steel staked bodies                                 Their tissue paper wings 
  Lie side by side                                         Carefully curved 
Entombed in that                                     By tweezer-undertakers 
  Glass case crypt                                     Into life like falsehoods 
 
  aporia crataegi                                          cyaniris semiargus 
 
Miniature tombstone plaques                   An unmoving zoo exhibit 



      Bear names and sex                           Silent for an hundred years 
    In regimental Latin lines                         Only preserved by that 
         Of typewriter text                              Mocking white mothball 
 
    nymphalis polychloros                                lycaena dispar 
 
 
 
Note: Aporia crataegi: Black-veined White (extinct in Britain) 
          Nymphalis polychloros: Large Tortoiseshell (extinct in Britain) 
          Cyaniris semiargus: Mazarine Blue (extinct in Britain) 
          Lycaena dispar: Large Copper (extinct in Britain, re-introduction in process) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Mark Preston: Heather and Grasses, The Morridge - acrylic 
 
Mark Preston, 33, was born in Derby and studied Illustration at Anglia University, 
Cambridge. However it was the sketching and painting trips with his father, Rex 
Preston, to the Peak District, Cornwall and Scotland that inspired him to become a 



landscape painter. He has been a full-time plein-air artist since he was 21 and needs 
the weather outdoors to capture the spirit of the landscape.See Red Rag gallery, Bath. 
 
Jessie Hunt, 18, from Staffordshire, is currently on a gap year after taking A levels in 
English Literature, Psychology, Art and History. This is her first poem to be 
published. 
 
The Sea 
 
The sea is calm this time of year, 
Waves ripple like satin dresses in the early evening, 
Summer beckons in lonely marigold on the horizon, 
The sky infused with dusky rainbows of pink and blue, 
Stars fighting to look beyond the melting sapphire. 
 
Alone, the beach seems to whisper and the rocks, 
Seem to creak with age and discontent. 
The honey yellow of the sea-soaked sand fades 
To murky grey, renegade grains creeping into shoes. 
There's no towel for salty hands now mothers gone. 
 
There are no games in the twilight or the sound 
Of sparkling black water embracing bare ankles. 
Only the echo of distant laughter, ringing 
Like funeral bells across the night. 
Cold porcelain turns and moans, 
 
Grey ashes burn into waves, 
Who seem to weep and grieve at lonely feet. 
The foreign laughter approaches with shadows 
And for a second she seems to laugh and chatter behind me, 
Hollow and muffled, as if trapped in a seashell.  
 
The stars pierce the rising emerald blue of the skies. 
The shadows scatter across the surface 
And the shell seems to shatter in my ears, 
As the sea pours free from my eyes 
Salty and consuming in the silence. 



 
Sophie Harding, Harbour, acrylic  
 
Jenny Pagdin, 31, lives in Norwich and works as a charity fundraiser. She studied 
English Literature at Oxford University and recently completed the creative writing 
MA at the University of East Anglia. Her poetry has been published in Nth Position, 
Iota, The Frogmore Papers, Dream Catcher and Selfridges Magazine. 
 
Snap 
 
It's the week their banns are read for the second time,  
my girl-and-boy parents in the picture, 
she’s sitting on his lap in the Rose saloon bar  
and looking back up at his face. Love.  
Four weeks before, because Dad’s written the date    
and place on the back, as he used to before I was born.  
 
In 1975, just before I was born  
women drank in the saloon, a man (most times)  
would be in the public bar, if he hadn’t a date. 
I look at the white-rimmed photo, trying to picture  
their conversation in those early years of love      
among the deal tables, the pike above the bar. 
 
Her pink drink barely touched. He goes to the bar 
-His dark pint. Pork scratchings borne 
on the rim.   Both of them needing love      
and needing to escape. They met at the right time  
in each of their lives, and with no-one else in the picture   
less than two years and they’d set the date.  
 
Perhaps the wrong type of pub to choose for a date  
- smelling of bleach and the man at the bar  
but when you’re engaged it’s different (you get the picture!)    
and though three years before I was born  
and all sorts must have happened in that time 
I'd like to think I was formed from this young love, 



 - conceived before they stopped being people-ruled-by-love,  
and started to worry about wine past its sell-by date, 
tearing the health stories from the Sunday Times. 
Now it’s Jamie and I who slip out to the bar: 
 
“Nice to meet you: we’re your parents before you were born 
we thought we’d come here and put you in the picture  
 
about the good old days, around the time this picture  
was taken. We were very much in love -  
the way we behaved before you were born      
- you could see how we felt. We’d stroke hands the whole date,  
sharing a pint glass, kissing at the bar,       
arms round each other’s shoulders half the time…    
 
So! Now it’s your turn –put your old folks in the picture:   
is our love still there two decades after you’re born? 
Oh damnit.  Time at the bloody bar.”  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



 
Mark Preston, Sunlit water, river Ecclesbourne – acrylic 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Will Bentley, 24, lives in London and works as a teacher. He is a graduate of the 
University of Edinburgh where he studied Ancient History. He also helps run a small 
record label specialising in psychedelia and blues, and sometimes psychedelic-blues. 
He grew up in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, and plans to move back there in the not too 
distant future. 
 
The Map 
 
Draw out the lines of timber markers, 
The spinal woods that light our passage 
With glowing bark, twig and centipede roots. 
Weave green bearings through our smarting toes, 
For these dank woods will drip their backbone cry 
Before a sleeping traveller can pass. 
 
The scent we follow is only dry husk, 
A sawdust breeze that carries no real clues 
For finding what we seek or ridding 
The fingering moss off our weathered bed. 
No junket this; no floating white rudder 
For our webbed troupe to steer on through their trip. 
 
Are your waking nods forcing out the leaves? 
Or do the branches lock the windpipe’s door? 
The tangled brook is part compass, part maze, 
A spiral stream within the forest walls; 
Neither wins out in the two-edge hollow, 
Neither offers a simple choice of flight. 
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Nia Davis, 25, was born in Sheffield and now lives in London. She has been writing 
poetry since the age of 14. In 2008 she was awarded a place on the Academi 
Mentoring scheme for writers and recently completed her first novel, Polaris. 
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Visiting, Wormwood Scrubs 
 
Something brash, similar to loping 
but nailed down. 
Sinews of affection, 
Strung out through walls, bodies 
condemned to a sitting position 
The first touch of her now 
was not part of his career, 
the fissure in his cradling arms 
not the splinter he scored himself with. 
 

http://www.niadavies.wodpress.com/


Red seat leaning, 
he is awkwardly bricked in 
Unfamiliar with baby sick 
(if aware of sweetcorn spittle) 
 
Once, squashed against a glossed wall, 
he watched a man on the outside 
walk his birthing wife into the maternity ward 
breathing hard. 
 
Hit: he is hit with that 
a lie in a sock, a postcard sent in a contraband whistle 
 
Did she breathe hard 
when the baby came? 
Whilst the clock sucked and he sat there, 
locked to plastic 
head over wrist-band 
 
did she bite? Curse him, 
breathing hard? 
 
 
 
 
 
Adaptation 
 
I was no skin of whale, walking 
I took the shore route, 
The pithy starred trail 
And by accident 
I was no more than tracks 
 
In a stable under rotting beam 
A wheatear called in the roof 
I spoke fox words 
My antlers shed 
I was most fine, and aloof 
A flying fox, I hoped 
 
But I was no wild creature: 
Walking, I took the sunny side 
Inland, sand-shod 
Me and red-fox, 
(white fox shed its grey hide) 
Him speaking, not of snow 
Nor yoghurt, but cherries and 
Amber city glow 
 



And past algae-green ponds 
Hunting caches 
We saw waterways full of cars 
A man standing on a bonnet in a canal 
Neck-crooked at the stars 
 
Out there, on Sheffield scrap 
I had tunnel vision 
Hoping for what? 
Can we adapt? 
Not now 
           Not now 
                      Not now. 
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